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HAPPY LATE SUMMER!
I hope everyone is enjoying their summer and playing with horses! We just got back from a wonderful
trip to Europe.
First stop was so see Anja Beran at her facility outside of Munich. We enjoyed 5 days at the 5th International Workshop where we watched her top horses and students show classical dressage with lightness in
mind. I’ve been following Anja for about 8 years so it was a treat to watch in person!
It was really nice to see someone who is so passionate about the dream of treating the horses with respect
and supporting their bodies. There was a range of breeds and ages shown, the focus being, not on training the best conformation and breeding but helping horses of all abilities. It was great to meet some new
people and great to hang out with some of my students there as well!
Next stop was Denmark for a 5 Day Foundation to Connection Clinic! What a wonderful group of students and horses! 10 Riders and 10 Auditors enjoyed learning about the fundamentals of creating a
strong connection. We talked in depth about all of the subtleties that exist between horse and human. I
was really impressed to see such dedication to communication and attitude! Enjoy some of the photos
taken while I was there. I hope to make it back soon!

NEXT
STOP
CALIFORNIA!
Come join me outside San Luis Obispo!

September 22nd-Oct 1st
Booked Full, there are still room for auditors. Email me if you would like more information!
Aimee@inspirationalhorse.com

HIGHLIGHTS FROM MONTANA COURSE
Here are a some pictures and thoughts from the students in the 9 Day Course in Montana, Enjoy!

Barb~
For a caption on both I would quote you:
"Stay where you are and he will find you."
What was in my mind was how much we both truly enjoy being with each other.

Things I learnt from my horse (you):
*Yes indeed I do love his exuberance and his ability to enjoy so much.
He is a very happy spirit. You encouraged me to allow him to be true to his nature and have his fun
before being asked to settle in.
*"Don't shut down exuberance."

I believe what was key for me this clinic was that I learnt I really CAN "do this."
And both my horse and I can have fun in doing so.
I don't have to get all in my head and get frustrated.
I had fun. He had fun. We have a lot to learn and how exciting is that?

You have really and truly always been there for me.
You speak kind and positive words. You encourage learning with the horse's health and well being of
mind, as well as the human's.

Oh man. I "got" so much from this clinic.
And so much more than all the great exercises I look forward to doing.
"When the student is ready, the teacher appears."

I "needed" a horse with a spirit like Callao's.
As well as a teacher/ guide with the knowledge and spirit that shines forth from you.
Bless you Aimee.
Words can not say enough.
I thank-you from the bottom of my heart.

Sally~
Theme of the clinic: Relaxation in all things. We nailed it!
Phase 0-1 canter depart. Big space periphery, reset, don’t over
-phase. Ta-Da!

Highlights from Montana Course continued…...

~Gail

I title it "Finding the Herd" as Ella was showing an intrigue with me and I loved seeing the picture of her complete focus on me. The complete collection I see in her body with relaxation at the same time was amazing to
me. I could not believe the effectiveness of what you showed us on creating connection with the human as
their "leader". This connection stayed after the clinic and showed up every time I entered the barnyard or pasture. She would snap to attention and powerfully trot or canter to me all the while leaving her pasture buddies
behind. Incredible experience for me.

Ella doing a hindquarter disengagement was
"Confirming the Herd" as she could have left,
but she stayed. What I learned here was how
little I had to do when she was truly connected
to me. Her entire body position showed respect and self-collection - both physically and
mentally! The nuances of this feel are difficult
to explain but wonderful to see captured in
this photo.

Ella and I together was fascinating for me to see. This
moment captured Ella showing a jaw release during
lateral work down the rail. What is so fun to see is
how she came into a natural place of collection evidenced by her being squared up with all four feet. It
tells me she is really ready to go wherever I need her
to go. I loved seeing the arch in her neck, as it shows
me the physical development that will come over the
next 2-6 months from the jaw and neck release. Thank you Aimee for this wonderful journey!

What does Natural really mean?
Since 1988 I have been surrounded by Natural Horsemanship. What an amazing journey and
evolution to see over the decades. From people thinking it was crazy to now it’s expected that if
you have a horse you know something of it.
As a young person I watched amazing horseman, Ray Hunt, Tom Dorrance, Ron Willis and Pat
Parelli offer something different to the students and their horses. For me I feel very lucky to have
been in this Natural beginning. To see something from it’s beginning, full of hopes and dreams.
Pat even took it a step further offering a program people could follow. I’ll never forget his dream
when he bought his property in Colorado in the mid 90’s—-To create an Elite group of Horseman—Instructors to help support this amazing Natural Horsemanship. I’m so thankful to have
been a part of this beginning.

More Montana Photos

How fast does your horse find you?...with no one
helping. Just your horse’s desire to be with you.

So now let’s look around….what do we see in the natural horsemanship around us?
It looks like some of the principles are slipping away. For me teaching the connection and high
quality interaction between horse and human has to be the core of everything. People will quickly
resort to a bit and even spurs when it’s the conversations between horse and rider thatneeds to be
examined. Why is the horse telling us that we’ll need to use these means to create movements and
yields?What is possible with the horse, how strong is the connection and what means do we use
to get there?

Knowing how to be effective AND create connection is not so easy! Being effective isn’t so hard,
horses will submit to it BUT having a connection is the elusive part…..
Keeping the dream alive is part of my agreement to myself, the horses and students.

If we do not keep the dream alive and support the next generations of Natural, I see the normal
riding (shank bits, spurs—force) taking over and taking us back to something we started to move
away from.

Self Carriageoffered because
of connection.

Help keep the dream alive Be the Example!
Let’s create the NEXT GENERATION!

“It is an a true Art Form to connect with a horse and allow the freedom
they deserve “

Lateral with
Loose Reins-rider
and horse in harmony and relaxed.

Reaching/
stretching and
natural balance—offered.

UPCOMING
CLINICS

INSPIRATIONAL EQUIPMENT
The kind of equipment we use with our horses is so important. The messages that you send to
your horse comes partially through the stick or ropes. The clarity this equipment has is essential.

Arroyo Grande, CA

There are a lot of products out on the market today for sure.

Sept 22nd-Oct 1st

When I examine equipment I look for some key areas:

Auditor space only

 Contains the amount of energy I send, no more no less
 Stops moving when I stop with no added effort (release must be quick)

Ocoee, TN

 Feels artistic and fluid—Inspires play and lightness!

Solstice Ranch

 Moves naturally—look at a horse’s tail, legs and neck. How do they move?

14 Day Course

 Made with quality—in the USA as much as possible, or by small business owner.

Oct 10th-23rd

 Will last!

Booked Full

Yalaha, Florida

New Release on Ropes and Reins!

Nov 12th-23rd
Auditor Space/
Previous Student-Rider
positions

Special sizes:
15’ and 30’
2 Weights!

Good yachting rope tends to come in multicolor (the marine industry likes it
that way). Solid black rope of this quality and weight is hard to find, this
particular rope has been made for us by special request.

Check out the EQUIPMENT FLYER for more details and ordering information!

Or Email : BREquine.Barbara@GMAIL.COM

Enjoy your horses and I will see you soon!
~Aimee
WWW.INSPIRATIONALHORSE.COM

